New Appointment Boosts Tadmarton’s Sales Team
Oxfordshire-based wholesale meat supplier Tadmarton
Products (http://www.tadmartonproducts.co.uk), has
expanded its sales team with the appointment of David
Willington.
David, who relocated from Somerset to join Tadmarton, brings extensive knowledge
of both the wholesale and retail meat markets, having worked with both independent
butchers and supermarkets. The meat industry is in the Willington blood. David’s
father was a meat importer and his brother is a buyer for a major catering butchery
company.
David Willington’s area is the South and South West of England. He is also
responsible for managing Tadmarton Products’ new special offer text messaging
service. As his role develops, David will also be helping bring new speciality products
to the Tadmarton range.
Tadmarton Sales Director, Steve Harper comments, “We’re delighted to have
recruited David. With his background and experience, we will be able to develop
the SW region and he will be a valuable member of our growing sales team.”
Tadmarton Products is continuing with its recruitment programme and the company
is expected to announce further sales appointments in the coming months.
David Willington can be contacted at the Tadmarton Products’ sales office on 01295
270060.
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Note to Editors
Tadmarton Products is a wholesale supplier of fresh and frozen meat and poultry to
independent butchers, retail and catering establishments. The company, which is
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based in Banbury, employs a team of more 30 staff and was established in the late
1960s.
The company’s sales department consists of a team of five, under the management
of director, Steve Harper.
Tadmarton supplies around 4,000 tonnes of meat products, from case to pallet
quantities, each year. Tadmarton’s main distribution area is currently 16 counties
around the Midlands and South East of England. The company supplies an extensive
range of products which includes:
•

Whole chicken and turkey

•

Chicken portions

•

Game

•

Lamb

•

Pork and bacon

•

Beef

The company boasts its own cutting room, chilled and frozen storage, and a fleet of 8
vehicles at its Oxfordshire base.
For more information, please contact
Mike Mourant
Managing Director, Tadmarton Products
Tel: 01295 672480
Mob: 07711 859578
Email: mike@tadmartonproducts.co.uk
http://www.tadmartonproducts.co.uk
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